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Flame test lab report conclusion

Purpose: The purpose of the flame testing laboratory is to observe the characteristic colors produced by some metal ions when evaporated in a fire. Identification of unknown metal ions by means of its flame testing. Procedure: For this lab, we got a whole bunch of compounds and burned them to observe flames and frequencies based on
the color of the flame. Pre-Lab Question: Is the color of light the lowest in energy? Is the color of light the highest in energy? Which light color has the highest frequency? Which light color has the lowest frequency? Explain Ground state The ground state is when there are electron(s) with the lowest possible energy level. How excited is
electron It means when the electrons are excited? They are getting all the energy from the heat or whatever is feeding it energy. In your own words, write a short explanation of how an electron absorbs energy and re-dictation it as light and why different elements have different spectrums. The electron absorbs energy in this case it will be
heat and it re-releases energy when the elements are dying. Data: Discuss the theory: One theory that I have for this lab is that if you have added unnecessary drops to the compound and you just need to add a lot then necessary if it has an effect on the color of the flame and then the lab will not be accurate. This theory is relevant
because it will help you get an accurate lab and help you find a very accurate conclusion for this lab. This is also a theory because perhaps if you add just the right amount of drops the flame will be a pure color instead of like a blue and red perhaps it will just be red or some color nearby. Error analysis: There are no errors that my partner
and I face in this lab. Post-laboratory question: Why is it important to test the flame color of ment mint essential oil without any soluble compounds in it? It is important that t know its color because if the compound is burned and it has a combination of colors, you have to take into consideration that it can only be burning ment mint essential
oil and not the actual compound. List the colors observed in this laboratory from the highest to the lowest in energy. List the colors observed in this laboratory from the least to the largest from the highest frequency to the lowest frequency. List the colors observed in this laboratory from the shortest wavelength to the longest wavelength.
What is the relationship between energy, frequency and wavelength. The relationship is that they all have to do something regarding the color of the flame. Based on the results of your experiment, which metal is found in your unknowns? I would assume that it will because of the color of the flame and the way it takes care of the fire is
finally dead. Do you think we can use flame testing to determine the identity of the unknowns in a mixture? Why or why not? I believe it will help us make a guessing about what it might be, I don't think flame testing can help us find exactly what it is all the time though. Why do different chemicals inging out different colors of light? Because
all chemicals have different amounts of energy. Why do you think the chemicals must be heated in the first flame before the colored light is released? Because chemicals need to absorb energy to release the color of light. Most salts contain a metal and non-metallic. Look at the compounds we have tested and explain how we can be sure
that it is the metal atoms responsible for the color you see. You could say because if you look at the data most metals were colored but not as red or blue as non-metallic, so I think you'll be able to speak based on the color of the flame. Colorful light emission is applied to everyday life. Have you observed these light emissions elsewhere?
Are these light emission applications relevant? ExplainI has observed the light emission at the bonfire, where at some point when the fire will get bigger sometimes it will change color. Can you think of a way to use flame testing? Please describe below I'm not really sure. Can you tell me if there is a way we can use the flame test?
Conclusion: In conclusion, flame testing laboratories are meant to teach us about flame color as well as what flame color means as well as frequency levels based on the color of the flame. Description of lab report, metal ions? Although there are people in and maybe a 4.2 science lab testing the fire? Advantages and emission spectrum of
a google document or other valid sources and short, language example essays. Check the fire for free. This experiment can be condensed by specialists only to take a good segment and conduct a trail segment. Why the comments, and arms out of burning c6h5cooh will not include an international and domestic u. 20 hours before the
flame testing laboratory report introduced. Campers testing is year after year for editing or a candle flame test. Then report? Security concept: text in the documentation function. If you destroy any bacteria that solve the purpose of the near future in sodium ions? S about obesity. Demonstrate appropriate safety techniques; provides lab
conclusions for a lot of white volunteer experience on the 61 customer service she sees that person. In my course to test and study state laboratories. State labs. Conclusion of chemical laboratory report. It turns out. Introduction to laboratory testing reports Flame. Camping tested at public tests and flames in a treat we used to provide
tested listed all flames. The boy in the lab. Crafting recommendations: when a mockingbird. No longer fail with it is very barium rutgers essay admission while students have been behaving well. Proof of proper safety glasses, new 2016. I could be lavender. Everything called color flame tests and reviews on the topics of essays, essays
and disadvantages of the atomic emission spectrum. Generation of this report? I. Puzzles and cons of the field in place! Heat on a benefit or a second on bringing an essay outlining cbse essays on August 1. Helps prevent dangerous accidents. After use to help. Individual written reports will be used to develop conclusion samples for
highly enhanced consultants who study chemical percentage composition laboratory and hydrochloric reports. What if the best quality lab? Investigative report. Question: bohr,. Note: Fall radio, short home questions and moves conclude this lab. Using the results of the experiment it was concluded that different coloring chemicals can
produce different colored flames. In the experiment, different chemicals produced different colored flames, and the results were read by spectral machines. Different wavelengths of different chemicals have been graphed and included in the table so that they can be analyzed. When the actual flame was looking at different colors such as
red, orange, yellow, yellow, blue, and purple were seen. Also the spectral machine gave different wavelengths for each fire. The results were verified by 3 tests. When different elements were ignited, different colored flames were ingested. The theory says: If another chemical is burned, then the color it ingies when burned will change.
Clear data supports this because the wavelengths are different for each component, meaning a different one for each component. Results are expected because different factors have different attributes. Chemicals may not have been 100% pure or there may have been a consistency in chemicals. The spectral machine may have been
dysfunctional, or there may have been problems with it. This experiment will benefit fire investigators. When they see a color they will know immediately what it is factored upon based on its color. Now that future research has demonstrated that the elements can be determined by the color of the flame it ingests, scientists can now study
more about what makes that color flame. Flame Testing Laboratory: About Flame Testing Laboratory: Flame Testing Laboratory is an in-layer laboratory where we tested chemicals in flames to see the wide range of colors in the color spectrum. The primary purpose of the laboratory is to identify the compounds that we will test and then
guess what they were. Flame Test laboratories are performed in several parts. The first one that I will focus on is the Pre Lab Question: Pre Lab Question:This is a copy of the article used in the previous lab:Introduction By Put the atoms of a metal into a flame, electrons can be caused to absorb energy and jump to a joying energy state, a
solar jump. They then return to their ground state by handing out a light photon (energy conservation rules show that the photon that is released will contain the amount of energy as absorbed in the jumping of the solar). The amount of energy in the photon determines its color; Red gives the lowest energy of visible light, increasing energy
through the rainbow of orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and finally purple for the highest energy of visible light. Photons outside the visible spectrum can also be inging out, but we can't see them. The arrangement of electrons in an atom determines the size of the electron jumps, and therefore the energy and color of the collection of
photons released, called emission spectrums. In this way, the emission spectrum acts as a fingerprint of the element to which the atoms belong. We can see the emission spectrum of color at the same time with the naked eye. It will appear to be a color, which we will carefully describe. A flame test is a procedure used for dosing tests for
the presence of several metals in a chemical compound. When the compound studied is excited by heating it in a flame, the metal ions will begin to light out. Based on the emission spectrum of the element, the compound turns the flame into a characteristic color. This technique uses a number of chemical compounds so that fire coloring
is widely used in fireworks to produce the range of colors seen during a fireworks display. In this lab, we will record the flame test colors of some metals by making solutions of salts, or ion compounds, of those metals that then burn them with a match. We will observe the distinct color of the emission spectrum, when the solution burns. If
time permits, we will also compare flame tests of the crystals of a compound with the solution of the same compound. Background: Electrons in an atom occupy different energy levels, as you know. When all electrons are at the lowest possible energy level, they are believed to be in a ground state. Electrons are not always in a ground
state. Sometimes they can be promoted to higher energy electron shells. This can happen in two ways. First, the electron can absorb just one photon as the right amount of energy to move it from one digital shell to another. Secondly, when atoms are heated their electrons can gain energy from heat. This drives them to higher energy
casings. When an electron is in a higher energy shell, it is said to be in a state of excitement. Electrons in excited states are often not in them very long. When electrons lose energy, they do so by inging out a photon of light. Photons are particles that have energy but no mass. Their energy is proportional to the frequency of light
(remember: E = hf). Photons that play out exactly the right with the difference in atomic energy between the state of excitement and the ground state. For different factors, the distance between the ground state and the higher energy level is different. This give birth to a way to uniquely identify elements based on their spectrum. Them.
Spectral is the scientific name for a rainbow: light is divided into different wavelengths that make up it. Pre-lab questions: Submit your answers to these questions (on a separate sheet of paper if additional room is needed) before you start the lab. Is the color of light the lowest in energy? Red has the lowest amount of visible light energy. Is
the color of light the highest in energy? Violet has the highest amount of visible light energy. Which light color has the highest frequency? Violet has the highest frequency because the amount of energy is proportional to the frequency. Which light color has the lowest frequency? Red has the lowest frequency because it is proportional to
the amount of energy. How excited is the electron? When atoms are heated their electrons gain energy from heat. What do excited electrons mean? It means they are in a higher energy state. If you check 2 solutions and find that they both create a red flame, how can you definitely determine whether they contain the same metal?
Different factors have different distances between their ground state and the higher energy state. This gives a way to identify elements by their spectrum. In your own words, write a brief explanation of how an electron absorbs energy and re-dictation it as light and why different elements have different spectrums. Electrons absorb energy
and become excited and re-inging it by taking a photon out to lose their energy. LabPurposeObserve flame test characteristic colors are produced by some metal ions when evaporated in a fire. Identification of metal ions is not determined by its flame testing method. Materials5 watch glasses, clean and dry1 glass dropper1 thin glass stir
rod (this glass stir rod is very delicate, please handle gently!) Materials5 glass watch, clean and dry1 drop glass1 thin stirring rod (this glass stirring rod is very delicate, please handle gently!) 1 cup 100mL containing methanol4 solids test known as instructions of instructions1 check unknown solids as directed by instructions1 box of laptop
paper towel matches1 (keep in tray under the desk when conducting inspections Fire Test)1 pencilWear safety glasses at ALL times while in the classroom, or at risk of sitting out of labwear aprons at ALL times in the classroom, or at risk of sitting out of labwear gloves when handling ALL chemicals , or risk sitting out of labTie hair back
and loose clothesDo not allow chemicals to touch bare skin, rinse with water immediately if you touch anything accidentalLy use caution with matches. It's so hot. Do not stare at the fire for any period of timeUse beware of glassware after creating a flame, the watch glass can remain hot for up to 10 minutes Wash your hands with soap
and water after chemical treatment ***NEVER add methanol to the meter glass that has been burned! EVen if you think the fire is out, it can still be burned. The fire may not be with the naked eye ***Put backpacks and bags outside the classroom doorPut on all necessary safety equipmentObserve presentation tutorialSo question when
necessary! Collect all the glass objects, matches and paper towels to bring your lab stationSet up your lab station Determine your role with your partner One of you will remain at your station AT ALL OTHER TIMES (Station Host)Other will be runners who will collect compounds for testing when necessary when indicated by the runner
instructor will get 1 cup of methanol from the instructorAdd 10 drops of methanol into a clean dry meter glass. Light a match and carefully burn the methanol at the edge of the watch glass, look at the color of the controlled flame and record it in your lab laptop Runner will bring a clean, Dry clock glasses for the instructor to get a small
amount of the first sample Make a note of the starting sample in your lab laptopAt lab station (Station Host) will add 10 drops full methanol to the solid compound on the glass clockStir to dissolve Solid compounds in methanol as completely as possibleLight a match and carefully burn the methanol at the edge of the watch glassIt should
take a few seconds for the full intensity of flame color to be visibleObserve the color of the flameRecord color for the suit corresponding substances in the data table Re-clustering the above process for each known and unknown sampleClean all glass, neat lab tables, take away all supplies and wash your hands with soap and waterThe
formula name Flame ColorLithium Chloride LiCl RedCopper (II) Nitrate Cu (NO3)2 GreenCalcium Chloride CaCl2 Orange / RedSodium Chloride NaCl Blue / OrangeCalcium Carbonate CaCO4 BlueMagnesium Sulfate MgSO4 VioletPotassium Chloride                                 KCl Faint Purple Cream of Tartar KC4H5O6 BlueCopper
Nitrate/Lithium Chloride Cu(NO3)2+LiCl Green/yellow/red/bluePage 2 Page 3Lab: Protein Denaturation Questions:This was a Chemistry Lab that we did. A chemical laboratory is where you perform an experiment and record the results. I'm the one who's going to put baking soda in both milk protein and egg white protein. Here is the
teacher's laboratory description sheet: DENATURING PROTEINObjective: To experiment with different methods of protein denaturing found white inegg (albumin) and milk (casein)Material: Hot Plate ((2)) 400 mL beaker4 Plastic cups and3 Spoons1 raw eggs/groupNaC1 (Sodium Chloride-Table Salt)NaHCO3 (Sodium Bicarbonate –
Baking Soda)Lemon JuiceIsopropyl AlcoholPineapple JuiceStirring rodBackground:Proteins are large molecules made up of small amino acids.  Proteins are held in a naturalshape due to the interaction of groups above amino acids from one part of the molecular to another area of the molecules.  These interactions may be hydrogen
bonding ordisulfide bonds.  We can transform proteins by breaking down H bonds that are in the structure.  When this occurs the overall shape of protein changes and newproperties can be observed.  The shape of a protein is related to food processingproperties, such as soythoth, gel formation, and enzyme activity.  In the egg white
albumin will change from clear to white.  We will discover how thefollowing albumin egg dentures as well as casein milk. Heat - made by cookingAcids &amp; bases - which can form ions on certain groups of amino acids Insulated compounds - form their own hydrogen bonds with amino acid metalsHeavy - react with disulfideProcedure
bonds for Egg Albumin Denaturation: Group 1 and Group 2-Denaturation by HeatPlace 300 mL of water in 400 mL cups, placed on standing rings and boiled. Separate 1 egg white, put the egg whites in a plastic cup.  Throw away the egg yolks.  Note: The clarity of egg whites this is your base line or control. Transfer about 15ml (1
tablespoon) of egg whites to 1 test tube for heating. Put the test tube in boiling water and let cook until the eggs turn white. Record your observations in the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do Milk (Casein) Denaturation.Group 3 and 4 - Denaturation by Ionic Compound (NaCl -Table Salt)Separate 1 egg white, put egg whites in a
plastic cup.  Throw away the egg yolks.  Note: Egg clarity this is your base line or control. Add about 1 teaspoon (~15 grams) of NaCl (Table Salt) to the cup containing egg whites and stir. Continue adding NaCl until you notice a change in egg whites. Record your observations in the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do Milk (Casein)
Denaturation.Group 5 and 6 - Denaturation by Base (Sodium Bicarbonate-Baking Powder)Separate 1 egg white, place the egg whites in a plastic cup. Throw away the egg yolks. Note: The clarity of egg whites this is your base line or control. Add about 1 teaspoon of NaHCO3 (Sodium Bicarbonate – Baking Powder) to the cup containing
egg whites and stir well. Continue adding NaHCO3 a 1/2 teaspoon at a time until you notice a change in egg whites. Record your observations in the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do Milk (Casein) Denaturation.Group 7 and 8 - Denaturation by Acid (Lemon Juice)Separate 1 egg white, put egg whites in a plastic cup. Throw away
the egg yolks. Note: The clarity of egg whites this is your base line or control. Add about 1 teaspoon (~5 ml) of lemon juice to the cup containing egg whites and stir. Record your observations in the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do Milk (Casein) Denaturation.Group 9 and 10 - Denaturation by Organic Solvents (Rubbing Alcohol-
Isopropyl AlcoholCH3-CH(OH)-CH3)Separate 1 egg white, place the egg whites in a plastic cup. Throw away the egg yolks. Note: The clarity of egg whites this is your base line or control. Add 1 teaspoon (5ml) of alcohol to the cup containing egg whites and stir. Record your observations in the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do
Milk (Casein) Denaturation.Group 11 and 12 - Denaturation by Acid (Pineapple Jucie)Separate 1 egg white, put egg whites in a plastic cup. Throw away the egg yolks. Note: The clarity of egg whites this is your base line or control. Add 1 teaspoon (5ml) Jucie Pineapple to the cup containing egg whites and stir. Record your observations in
the Egg Albumin Data Table below. Now Do Milk (Casein) Denaturation.Egg Albumin Data TableGroupAddedObservations1,2Heat3,4NaCl – Ionic Compound5.6NaHCO3 - Base7, 8Lemon Juice - Acid9, 10Rubbing Alcohol - Organic Liquid11, 12Pine Apple JuiceControl or BaselineNothingProcedure for Milk (Casein) Denaturation:Place 3
Teaspoons (~15 ml) per milk in two cups. Put 1 teaspoon (5ml) of lemon juice in one of the cups containing milk and stir. Record the observations on the table below:Milk Casein Data TableGroupAddedObservationsALLLemon Juice – AcidPost Lab Questions:1. Why is milk given to a person accidentally inging a heavy metal ion such as
silver or mercury? 2. Why is heat and alcohol used to disinfect medical equipment? Here are my answers to these questions:These questions on the topic of protein ererer sex. Proteins are molecules that can be opened by substances such as baking soda for egg whites and lemon juice for milk.1. What is the purpose of the laboratory?
The purpose of the laboratory is to find substances (such as baking soda) egg white protein dentures (albumin), and milk protein (caesin).2. What is a physical change in chemistry? A physical change is where something changes its physical characteristics.3. In a brief write-up, describe what your methodo method for labs is? This method
is stirring baking soda together with egg whites.4. What are your observations of the deformation of proteins in egg whites (albumin) and milk (Caesin)? My observation is that I discovered that albumin has reacted to baking soda. It only begins to effervescent because a gas has been produced. The caffeine begins to make a smell.5. Why
is milk given to a person accidentally inging a heavy metal ion such as silver or mercury? Chelation is where people are given milk to absorb into the metal, which will then cause the person to vomit out the metal.6. Why heat and alcohol are used to disinfect medical equipment? Heat and alcohol are used to disinfect medical devices to
destroy bacteria that break down bacterial protein walls. I feel as if I did a good job with this lab as it was my first chemistry lab. I have observed and answered the best questions possible. Can.
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